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Legislative XML for the Semantic Web: Principles, Models, Standards for Document ManagementSpringer, 2011

	The Internet already is the broadest and most used source of legal information: in
	the web one can find most statutory texts (all in some jurisdictions), a vast amount of
	case law, huge repertoires of doctrinal contributions, many blogs and fora discussing
	different legal issues. Moreover, as legal activities (legislative,...
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Smashing WordPress Themes: Making WordPress Beautiful (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Smashing WordPress Themes is all about making your WordPress site look beautiful. But, the beautiful part is a very personal thing, because we all have different preferences. So in essence, my book isn’t on Web design, but rather about giving you, dear reader, the tools to build the kind of site that you want to create, using WordPress...
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PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites: Visual QuickPro Guide (4th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Today’s Web users expect exciting pages

	that are updated frequently and provide

	a customized experience. For them, Web

	sites are more like communities, to which

	they’ll return time and again. At the same

	time, Web-site administrators want sites

	that are easier to update and maintain,

	understanding...
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Web Design All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	All you need to know on web design in a thorough new edition


	If you want just one complete reference on web design, this book is it. The newest edition of this essential guide features 650+ pages on the latest tools and new web design standards, such as HTML5, CSS 3, and other core technologies and page-building strategies....
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WildFly: New FeaturesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get acquainted with the exciting new features that WildFly has to offer with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn about the latest WildFly components, including CLI management, classloading, and custom modules
	
		Customize your web server and applications by managing logs, virtual hosts, and the...
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Advanced PHP for FlashApress, 2003

	Advanced PHP for Flash is the follow-up to the hugely popular Foundation PHP for Flash.


	The main aim of this book is to extend the reader's knowledge of using PHP and MySQL to produce dynamic content for Flash. Essentially, it picks up the baton from the first book and runs with it until there's no more...
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Yii Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is the perfect way to add the capabilities of Yii to your PHP5 development skills. Dealing with practical solutions through real-life recipes and screenshots, it enables you to write applications more efficiently.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to use Yii even more efficiently
	
		Full of...
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Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2003 SolutionsApress, 2004
This book provides guidance to readers who want to design and deploy business  solutions based on Microsoft SharePoint technologies. In this book, Hillier will  define the business case and scenarios for Microsoft SharePoint technologies.  Hillier will also review the installation, configuration, and administration of  business solutions based...
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Novell NetWare 6.5 Administrator's HandbookNovell Press, 2003
Novell NetWare 6.5 Administrators  Handbook is the Novell-authorized quick reference for NetWare  administration covering all of the new features of NetWare 6.5. The release of  NetWare 6.5 continues to redefine NetWare as a powerful Web-oriented platform  for delivering a consistent, location...
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Pragmatic ADO.NET: Data Access for the Internet WorldAddison Wesley, 2002
"This is my favorite book on ADO.NET. The author clearly has an extensive understanding of the subject matter. It is useful not only for expert data access programmers but also for weekend code warriors."
—Glenn Thimmes, Senior Software Engineer, New Dawn Technologies.Formerly Develop Support Engineer (WebData),...
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Escape From Excel Hell: Fixing Problems in Excel 2003, 2002 and 2000 (Mr. Spreadsheet's Bookshelf)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
When Excel talks back to you, here's what to do
    

    You try to open a spreadsheet and Excel won't let you, because there's a macro involved. You cannot convince the software that the macro is safe. You hurl something across the room.    

    Grab this book instead! You'll find more than 200 fixes for things...
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Software Architecture Design Patterns in JavaAuerbach Publications, 2004
 Partha Kuchana is an experienced enterprise systems architect. He understands that patterns are not about things that are just good ideas, but that patterns are about capturing knowledge bred from experience. This hard-won knowledge is what Partha is sharing with readers of his book. Here are some of the things I really like about what he has...
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